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fore they appear in the afternoon papers. At the corners o 
the stand, on the street side, are a thermometer and a baro 
meter. The clock stands are made of cast iron, bolted se 
curely to the sidewalk paving. Arrangements are made 
when necessary, to illuminate by electricity the clock face1 
and the advertising panels. The whole arrangement remind1 
us of the so-called Urania Columns established by the Uranir 
Gesellschaft in Berlin, and they will doubtless be as populai 
in America as they have become in Germany. 

P C c  

HLECTRJU WAVES IN THE ATMOSPHERE. 
I n  the MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW for November, 1896 

XSIV, p. 409, there are some remarks by Prof. John Trow 
bridge on the possibility of detecting the transmission o 
electric waves from the sun to the earth. All wave phe 
nomena have certain points of analogy. Our eyes and earl 
are siniply machines for catching optical and acoustics 
waves ; as a tide mill can be arranged to abstract power fron 
the ocean waves, so, also, the electric current niay be treated 
if it behaves like a wave-like phenomenon. The flow of a 
current of water thrown into waves by an obstacle is analo. 
gous to the flow of electricity. The following remarks art 
taken from a report by Charles de Kay, United States consul. 
general a t  Berlin, in the consular reports for September, 1897 

The electrical waves are not believed to be vibrations in the air itaelf 
but rather in the ether between the particles of air; as compared to lighi 
waves, they are of enormous size. 

That the electric waves do in many ways act like light rays, thougb 
they are much longer, I saw recently demonstrated in a lecture I wru 
permitted to attend at the PolytechnicSchool in Charlottenburg, Berlin 
To et some idea of the relative size of electric waves when compared 
witf those of light, imagine that the light waves are represented bi 
the width of the Hudson River at New York City; then the electric 
waves would be represented 1) the Atlantic Ocean and Baltic Sea, say 
from New York to St. Petersgurg, or, to ex less it acoustically, the 
waves of light are so high and sharp, while tiose of electricit are sc 
long and deep, that the li ht waves may be compared to the iighest, 
shrillest sound which the %uman ear can grasp, while those of elec 
tricity are comparable to the deepest dia on note of an organ. 

The lecture alluded to was one whicf??Profeesor Rubens, a young 
German of Dutch descent, now employed as instructor at the Polytech- 
nic, recently ave to a number of teachers. Since Herz’s death, in 1588, 
he said, m u 6  progress has been made in reducing the size of the 
electric-wave generator. As the size of the apparatus has a relation ta 
the length of the electric waves, and as it was desirable to shorten 
these waves, the decreased size of the apparatus has been of use in  
making air telegraphy more practicable. Shorter electric waves are 
more a proximate in their action to waves of light and go farther. 
Up to t f e  present the shortest are those of the Russian experimenter, 
Lebedeff, who has produced them from 6 to 7 millimeters loiig. Pro- 
fessor Ruben8 showed a thermo element, or heat catcher, invented by 
himself to take the place of Marconi’s coherer, which. like the coherer, 
catches the refracted and focused electric rays. The spark, he ob- 
served, waa not at  all B necessary phenomenon in electricity. He then 
made many curious experiments to show the similarity in action of 
waves of light and waves of electricity, and also drew attention to the 
very different way in which electric and light waves pass throu h dif- 
ferent substances; thus, he reflected electric waves like light, rekacted 
them with prisms, and diffracted them with a wire gratin of parallel 
wires, as light is diffracted by Rowland’s gratings. He %en showed 
the polarization of these rays, freely through the fibers of wood longi- 
tudinally and badly across the fiber, easily throu h closed books with 
the leaves and with difficulty across the leaves. &hus, a pile of boob 
or sheets of glass showed polarization like crystals under light. He 
showed, also, that, on account of the length of these waves, their 
energ was  absorbed differently by different substances; thus (l), water 
absorgs all the cner y, (2) metals absorb all the energy, (9 lase absorbs 
nearly all, (4) parat& absorbs hardly any, and (5 hard r d b e r  absorbs 

as lig& moves throughair, flaw or water-that is to say, with hardly 
any resistance-while glass eta very little of them through, and metal 
and water are impervious to them. 

Professor Rubens imbeds his Herz generator in petroleum [paraffin?] 
for better isolation; and as a handy concentrator of the electric waves 
uses a round glass bottle filled with petroleum. By lacing in turn the 
glass prism, wire Fating, block of wood, pile of boo&+ water, paraffin, 
and hard rubber in the line of the unseen electric waves pouring from 
the generator and concentrator toward the wave catcher, he showed on 
an indicator the easy or retarded passage or the entire interruption of 
the unseen flow of electric waves. 

hard1 any. Thus, thev move through hard blac k rubber and paraffin 

ELECTRICAL DISTRICTS. 
Under date of August 29 Dr. Albert A. Banks sends a dia- 

gram showing that within 120 feet of a small house near 
Columbus, Ga., lightning has struck either house or trees six 
times during the past fifteen years, the distances being, re- 
spectively, 9, 10, 10,14,25, and 40 yards, and he asks whether 
such frequency within such a small area is not unusual, and 
if there is any significance in this play of the lightning. 

We regret that we have not any statistics a t  hand that will 
show clearly the average number of strokes per square mile 
for fifteen years in that part of Georgia, and, therefore, 
whether this is an unusual case. The testimony of Dr. 
Banks’ neighbors would be more valuable than any theory 
or opinion of ours. If neighboring houses have not had a 
similar experience, then there must be some significance in 
this one; but what that may be, whether it is in the topog- 
raphy or in the underground water, or in the concentration 
of the paths of thunderstorms, we would not pretend to sug- 
gest. We publish this query in the MONTHLY WEATHER RE- 
VIEW in hope that some observer near Columbus, Ga., may 
furnish other cases of similar lightning frequency, so that 
we may have data enough to elucidate the question. 
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LIGHTNING AND MAGNEITIU ROUES. 
Prof. F. Pockels, of Dresden, communicates to the new an- 

nual (Jahrbuch fur mineralogie) an argument in favor of 
the idea that the magnetism observed in almost every stratum 
of rock, and most of all in the so-called magnetic iron ore, 
has been produced therein locally by the lightning, or in 
mountain regions by the perpetual discharge of atmospherio 
electricity. He says that the magnetic rocks occur in ex- 
posed places that protrude prominently above the flat coun- 
try, and that the north and south poles in these rock masses 
occur in a perfectly irregular interchangeability, often within 
very short distances, such as a few centimeters, so that their 
magnetism can not be due to the inductive action of the 
earth’s magnetic field, as was supposed by Melloni. The lat- 
ter may have an influence, but i t  is too feeble for ordinary ob- 
servation. 

In  connection with Toepler, Pockels has made a number of 
experinien ts on the effect of eleetrioal discharges upon various 
kinds of stone. Some of these show no magnetism, others 
become magnetic and rapidly lose that condition, while still 
others become strongly and permanently magnetic, so that 
in general he concludes that all forms of stone which show 
permanent magnetism in natural exposed localitiee also be- 
come magnetic when subjected to the artificial electric spark, 
so that it is alniost certain that the discharges of atmoepheric 
electricity are the cause of the natural magnetism of mag- 
netic stones. 

Pockels’ conclusion seemg to be confirmed by the fact that 
Professor Barus found no magnetic ore in the deep mines, 
snd no earth currents when he explored them. The almost 
zontinuous earth currents in northern countries, euch as 
rtttend auroras, may have as strong an influence as the light- 
ning of the tropics. ---- 

TEE STRTJ- OF HAILSTONEEL 
I n  Bauer’e new Annual for Mineralogy, published a t  

Stuttgart, Vol. I, page 259, Prof. F. Rinne gives an interest- 
ing description of some peculiar hailstones that fell at Han- 
hover on the 9th of January, 1897, as follows: 

After many days of cold, extending down to loo C. without precipi- 
ation, there fell at  Hannover on January 9, with rising temperature, 
in abundance of snow, which occasionally dieclosed ita compact struc- 
:ure by the characteristic rattling noise of falling hail, and esp.ecially 
by blows of the particles of ice on the window anes of the room. The 
falling of such snow-ice could also be observd after the precipitation 


